Abstmcl-A novel wmpr-ion algorithm inwrporating the near-best wavelet packet transform is introduced for multi-modal signals in low bitrate telemonitoring applleations. The method permits flexlble wntrol of the total bitrate subject to the constraints of the channel, and the allocation of the total bitrate to each of the constituent modes subject to the quality preferences of the observer. Its performance is demonstrated using polysomnograms.
I. INTRODUCTION Near-best wavelet packet transforms ( N E W T ) [l]
provide an effective means for compressing multi-channel multi-modal signals in low bitrate telemonitoring applications [2] . The adaptivity of the method facilitates its use in flexible systems capable of allocating a proportional assignment of the total available bitrate to the separate modes of a multi-modal signal. This capability enables a selective quality-on-demand feature when controlled by a remote observer who adjusts the bitrate allocation by increasing the percentage for the mode of interest and decreasing it for the others. To demonstrate feasibility of a N E W T algorithm for quality controlled compression of a multi-modal signal, we study polysomnograms with 4 different signal modes (ECG, EEG, BP, and NT) as an extension of the work in the accompanying paper [Z].
METHODS
We considered multi-channel multi-modal signals with K modes and c k channels per mode. All channels were segmented to length N yielding multi-channel data sets with N cf=, c k samples. Each data set was transformed with the NB-WPT using a single decomposition for all channels, and compressed using M transform coefficients with M < N . The near-best basis search was performed with a cost function [2] modified using contributions from each mode weighted by the corresponding control parameter qk with 1 = E: =, qk. The M coe5cients retained were also allocated accordingly such that there were Mk = qkM coefficients with highest absolute value for each mode. Experiments were performed on 5 polysomnograms from the MIT-BIH Database [3] IV. DISCUSSION Using polysomnograms as a test signal class, we have demonstrated the feasibility of a novel compression algcrithm for multi-channel multi-modal signals. The method incorporates an adaptive NB-WPT with a novel mode. weighted cost function and a single decomposition per segment for all modes in order to minimize the side information. The method permits extremely flexible control of both the total bitrate subject to the constraints of the transmission channel, and the proportional allocation of the total bitrate to each of the constituent modes subject to the preferences of the remote observer. We are now investigating alternative variations on the basic scheme with comparative evaluations of their performance.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A new compression algorithm based on the adaptive NB-WPT provides flexible control of compression subject to varying rate and quality demands in low bitrate telemonitoring applications with multi-modal signals.
